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**Staff Highlight**

**John Nann**
Senior Librarian for Research, Instruction, and Collection Services and Lecturer in Legal Research

John has been a law librarian for over 30 years and he has worked at YLS since 2003. He is the co-author of the Yale Law School Guide to Research in American Legal History, published in 2018 by Yale University Press. John particularly enjoys helping people find the information that they need and he finds teaching people how to find and evaluate information sources fulfilling. He has a broad interest in general legal research as well as in legal and political history and research; he is particularly interested in Anglo-American legal history.

John has taught Advanced Legal Research at four different law schools over the past 25 years and he has lived through a great many changes in the tools and processes of legal research. John has served on several national and local association committees including national association program committees. He is currently serving on the Bluebook subcommittee of the Academic Law Librarians Special Interest Section of the AALL and is a member of the Continuing Professional Education Committee of the AALL.

Away from work, John likes spending time with his wife, Marlena Soble, and daughters, Jordan, a freshman at Trinity College, Dublin, and Micayla, a sophomore in high school, and their adorable dog Yeshie. He enjoys music, movies, and travelling as well as reading almost any non-fiction.
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**YLS Student Publications Display on Level 1**

Books published by current and former YLS students.

There is a special collection of books in the library that includes works written by or in collaboration with some of your current and former classmates. If you know of others not in our collection, please email me at Cesar.Zapata@Yale.edu.

**Books from current students on display:**
- Reginald Dwayne Betts’19 Ph.D.
- Scott Wasserman Stern’20
- Morgane Richer La Fleche’20
- Guillermo Arribas Irazola, JSD’19
- Chiara Picciu, LL.M’19

**Books from former students on display:**
- Temidayo Olopaade’15
- Ariela Anhalt’15, Karlianna Lewis’15

These books are all on display in the Foreign & International area on Level 1 of the Lillian Goldman Law Library, Yale Law School.
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**Important Dates**

- **3/07 Movie Night @ YLS:** “The Children Act” (Great Britain) presented by Sebastian Bates, LL.M’19. Sponsored by the Lillian Goldman Law Library and the YLS Graduate Programs.
- **3/26 Book Talk:** Professor Yair Listokin’05 “Law and Macroeconomics: Legal Remedies to Recessions.”
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**New Book Acquisition**

This pamphlet is a recent addition to the growing collection on law & modern social movements in Rare Books. It seeks support for five defendants accused of “harboring” leaders of the Communist Party USA, comparing them to the abolitionists who harbored Frederick Douglass and Harriet Tubman.
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**Yale Law School Legal Scholarship Repository**

The Yale Law School Legal Scholarship Repository (http://digitalcommons.law.yale.edu/) is our online, open access database containing almost all past and present Yale faculty legal scholarship, as well as a great deal of student scholarship and entire runs of ten former and current Yale law journals. The Repository is recognized as one of the most valuable free portals to legal scholarship available on the Internet. At the Yale Law School, the digital Repository is now treated as the central archive of professors’ work, past and present. It plays a vital role in our preservation efforts for the Law School. As such, it represents the institutional memory of the school’s scholarship.

The Yale Law School Legal Scholarship Repository contains over 17,500 scholarly works, and last year alone, the Repository saw over 1,409,567 full-text downloads. Beyond our own community, the Repository enjoys incredible global reach and has become a fabulous tool for global outreach.